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We will be discussing the new orbital (US) or space (EU) debris rules issued by the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) which can be found at https://mlo.bz/us2020debris.

Comments on the proposed collection of information under these rules must be submitted by email on or before September 11, 2020 (https://beta.regulations.gov/document/FCC-2020-0290-0001) and, in particular, can address:

- whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the functions of the Commission, including whether the information shall have practical utility [...]
- ways to enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information collected; ways to minimize the burden of the collection of information on the respondents, [particularly], ways to further reduce the [...] burden on small business[es] with fewer than 25 employees.

You may also choose to review the UNOOSA compendium of space debris guidelines available at https://mlo.bz/unoosadebris.

If you would like to submit comments or questions during the Mitigating Space Debris SmallSat Side Meeting, please use the Q&A function available through Zoom. If you would like to submit comments or questions before or after the meeting, please email charles@muddlaw.com.

The meeting will be conducted in a manner that follows any applicable SmallSat policies and that, in particular, respects everyone and every opinion.